This paper deals with nonlinear filtering problems with delays, i.e., we consider a system (X , Y ), which can be represented by means of a system (X ,Ŷ ), in the sense that Yt =Ŷ a(t) , where a(t) is a delayed time transformation. We start with X being a Markov process, and then study Markovian systems, not necessarily diffusive, with correlated noises. The interest is focused on the existence of explicit representations of the corresponding filters as functionals depending on the observed trajectory. Various assumptions on the function a(t) are considered.
Introduction
Let (X, Y ) = (X t , Y t ) t≥0 be a partially observed stochastic system. That is, assume that the state process X = (X t ) t≥0 of the system cannot be directly observed, while the other component Y = (Y t ) t≥0 is completely observable and therefore is referred to as the observation process. The aim of stochastic nonlinear filtering is to compute the conditional law π t of the state process at time t, given the observation process up to time t, i.e., the computation of
for all functions ϕ belonging to a determining class, i.e., the best estimate of ϕ(X t ) given the σ-algebra of the observations up to time t, F Y t = σ{Y s , s ≤ t}. A classical model of the partially observed system arises when the system is a k × d-dimensional Markov diffusion process, with state ξ = (ξ t ) t≥0 ,
and observation η = (η t ) t≥0 ,
where β = (β t ) t≥0 and ω = (ω t ) t≥0 are independent Wiener processes and ξ 0 is a random variable independent of β and ω. Under suitable hypotheses on the coefficients, one can prove that the filter π ξ t (ϕ) = E ϕ(ξ t )/F η t solves a stochastic partial differential equation known as the Kushner-Stratonovich equation and that the unnormalized filter solves a linear stochastic partial differential equation, the Zakai equation, see, e.g., (Pardoux, 1991) and the references therein.
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A. Calzolari et al. We stress that in this model the state process is not necessarily Markovian, while the overall system is Markovian. The same holds for the model studied in (Kliemann et al., 1990) , where the state is a jump-diffusion process and the observation is a counting process. Recently, nonlinear filtering has been applied in financial problems in the framework of Bayesian analysis. In particular, we quote the papers (Cvitanić et al., 2006; Zeng, 2003) , in which the observation is a marked point process.
In this paper we consider the filtering problem for a partially observable system X, Y with delayed observations, i.e., such that there exists a processŶ such that the observation process Y satisfies
where the function a(·)
, it is nondecreasing, with 0 ≤ a(t) ≤ t for all t ≥ 0. In the following, we will use the short notation Y =Ŷ • A for (4). An inspiring example is the simple delayed diffusion model considered in (Calzolari et al., 2003) : the state is a Markov diffusion process X = (X t ; t ≥ 0), with values in R k , while the d-dimensional observation process Y = (Y t ; t ≥ 0) is available with a fixed delay τ , namely, no observation is available for 0 ≤ t ≤ τ , while after time τ we are able to observe a perturbation of the delayed integral
where B = (B t ) t≥0 and W = (W t ) t≥0 are independent Wiener processes and X 0 is a random variable independent of B and W . The above observation process corresponds to the choice of a(t) = (t − τ ) + , and
Our model covers the case when the time lag is not necessarily constant. This inspiring example can also be viewed as a particular case of the delay systems considered in (Calzolari et al., 2007) .
Partially observed systems with delays in the observations appear in many applied fields. For instance, in (Schweizer, 1994) , an example of information with a delay for a financial model is given. Furthermore, if the market is incomplete, then the risk minimization criterion leads to a filtering problem with delayed observations. Filtering appears in this context since the risk minimization criterion corresponds to a quadratic loss function. More generally, filtering appears naturally in financial problems when studying models with unknown parameters as, e.g., in (Kirch and Runggaldier, 2004/05; Frey et al., 2007) . Considering also a delay in the information would then lead to an example fitting our framework.
The main results of this paper (Theorems 2 and 3) are given under the condition that the system X,Ŷ is a Markov process for which there exists a feasible filter, i.e., an explicit representation of the filter as a functional depending on the observed trajectory up to time t, see (9). We stress that we are not necessarily assuming that the signal X itself is Markovian, and that we distinguish between continuous and piecewise constant time transformations. Since for delayed time transformations
the filtering problem with delayed observations we are dealing with in this paper is connected with the extrapolation (or prediction) problem for the system X,Ŷ . This problem has been largely studied, see, e.g., (Liptser and Shiryaev, 1977; Pardoux, 1991) , in the case when the observation processŶ is a diffusion and the signal is a semimartingale. Though our hypotheses imply that the signal X itself is a semimartingale, and in this respect our assumptions are more restrictive, we are not assuming that the observation processŶ is a diffusion, and in this respect our assumptions are less restrictive than the usual ones. Moreover, the main concern of extrapolation results is the characterization of the optimal nonlinear extrapolation by means of Kushner-Stratonovitch and/or Zakai-type equations. On the contrary, we focus on the explicit expression of the filter for the system X, Y with delayed observations, in terms of the feasible version of the filter of the partially observed Markov system X,Ŷ and of its associated semigroup. To obtain an explicit representation of the filter is interesting on its own and, moreover, it plays a key role in the connected filtering approximation problem, see (Calzolari et al., 2006) .
The results concerning continuous time transformations are given in Section 2. The continuity assumption on the function a(·) is crucial in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 since it implies that
whenever (4) holds. These results allow us to manage various situations illustrated by examples considering both diffusive and jump systems. These examples highlight the differences between the two results. Furthermore, as an example of a system with correlated noise we study a cubic sensor model, see (15) and (16), for which we give explicitly the robust Zakai equation for the unnormalized filter, see (17) and (18).
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We conclude Section 2 with a brief discussion of a case which is intermediate between continuous and piecewise constant time transformations, i.e., when the information "arrives by packets", in the sense that the information up to time t is
with {t i ; i ≥ 0} being a fixed increasing sequence of times, see Remark 1. This situation arises when we can observe the trajectory of Y | s≤t only at the times t = t i . The delayed time transformation being continuous, this corresponds to observing the trajectory ofŶ | s≤r only at the times r = a(t i ), i.e.,
). This kind of filtration is considered in (Schweizer, 1994) as an example of delayed information for a financial model. Section 3 treats the filtering problem with delayed observations when the time transformation a(·) is a step function, i.e., a(t) = a(t i ) for t ∈ [t i , t i+1 ), for an increasing sequence of times t i < t i+1 . In this case the situation is completely different: whenever (4) holds, the observation process is a (random) step function, the information available during the interval of time
, and therefore
which is clearly strictly contained in FŶ a (t) . Under suitable regularity assumptions on the semigroup associated with X,Ŷ , the problem can be reduced to a combination of a discrete time filter with the evolution of the associated semigroup (Theorem 3).
In Appendix we first recall the method initiated in (Clark, 1978; Davis, 1982) to obtain the robust Zakai equation for partially observed diffusion systems with uncorrelated noise. Then we derive the robust Zakai equation for the cubic sensor problem with correlated noise by applying the results established in (Florchinger, 1993) . To our knowledge, the latter is the only paper in the literature dealing with the robust Zakai equation for partially observed diffusion systems with correlated noises. Note that, in the latter case, robust filters (i.e., feasible filters continuous with respect to the trajectory of the observation process) have also been studied in (Elliott and Kohlmann, 1981) .
Continuous delayed time transformation
In this section we consider continuous time transformations. The first result of this section (Lemma 1) plays a key role in our analysis since it implies (5). After giving the definition of the feasible filter we state our main results in Theorems 1 and 2.
Lemma 1. Assume that the function a(·) is a continuous delayed time transformation, and let Y andŶ be two processes such that
where
is the generalized inverse of a(·).
Note that in the above result we do not assume thatŶ is the observation process of a partially observed system. For brevity, in the following, (6) will be written as
Proof. The proof of (6) is immediate by observing that
The continuity property is crucial, since, together with the fact that a is nondecreasing, with 0 ≤ a(t) ≤ t, it implies that a(0) = 0 and Im(a| [0,T ] 
Moreover, by the definition (7) of a −1 (s), there exists a sequence u n such that a(u n ) ≥ s and u n converge monotonically from above to a −1 (s). By right continuity, also a(u n ) converge monotonically from above to a(a −1 (s)) (moreover, a is nondecreasing) and, therefore, a(a −1 (s)) ≥ s. Seeking a contradiction, suppose that a(a −1 (s)) > s. Then for every s 0 ∈ (s, a(a −1 (s))) there may not exist a t 0 such that a(t 0 ) = s 0 > s since, otherwise, for n sufficiently large, u n ≤ t 0 and therefore
, which contradicts the continuity condition on the function a(·).
An important feature in nonlinear filtering is to obtain a feasible filter: for the system (X,Ŷ ) we mean that there exists a functionalÛ s for whichÛ s (ψ|y) = U s (ψ|y(· ∧ s)) a.s. with respect to the law ofŶ , and such that the conditional lawπ s of X s given FŶ s may be expressed aŝ
In the following, we refer to the above situation by saying that the system (X,Ŷ ) admits a feasible filter. Furthermore, we identify the functionalÛ s with its underlying measure. For the diffusion case this problem, initiated in (Clark, 1978; Davis, 1982) when considering feasible filters continuous with respect to the trajectory of the observation process (i.e., robust filters), has been studied by many authors in various frameworks. When dealing with counting observations this problem was studied in (Brémaud, 1981) for the doubly stochastic case, and in (Kliemann et al., 1990) for more general systems. 
(t))}ϕ(X a(t) )/FŶ a(t) . (10)
Furthermore, if the system (X,Ŷ ) admits a feasible filter, then
Proof. The continuity of the function a(·) implies (5) and therefore
which coincides with E E ϕ(X t )/F X a(t) /FŶ a(t) by the independence property of H, and then the assertion (10) follows. Since, according to (9), the filter is feasible, the assertion (11) follows immediately by Lemma 1.
Note that in Theorem 1, (11) is more interesting than (10) since it expresses the filter in terms of the observed trajectory Y , instead of the underlying processŶ .
Before giving some examples of applications of the previous result, we consider the case when (X,Ŷ ) is a Markov system.
Theorem 2. Assume that (X,Ŷ ) is a Markov process with generator L, and that the observation process Y satisfies Y t =Ŷ a(t) , where the function a(·) is a continuous delayed time transformation. Then π t (ϕ) = E exp{L(t − a(t))}φ (X a(t) ,Ŷ a(t) )/FŶ a(t) , where φ(x, y) = ϕ(x). Moreover, if (X,Ŷ ) admits a feasible filter, then
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. Indeed, since a(·) is continuous,
and, furthermore, for any r ≤ t,
which, for r = a(t), gives the desired result.
As a first example, consider X being a Markov diffusion, i.e., X = ξ, where ξ is given by (2) with the coefficients depending only on the first variable,σ = 0, and
whereŴ = (Ŵ t ) t≥0 is a Wiener process, independent of X. In this case the infinitesimal generator is given by
This example, already considered in (Calzolari et al., 2003) , satisfies the first conditions of Theorem 1 with H = FŴ ∞ . By using the techniques initiated by Clark and Davis, one can easily prove that the filter is robust, see also (25) in Appendix.
When the state is a one-dimensional geometric Brownian motion, i.e., when b(x) = bx and σ(x) = σx, and, furthermore, the function h is linear, the filter of ϕ(X t ) can be computed explicitly. Indeed,Û s (·|Ŷ ·∧s ) is the Kalman filter of the system (X,Ŷ ), i.e., a Gaussian measure with mean m(s, y) depending linearly on y = Y (s), and a deterministic variance, computable via a Riccati equation, see, e.g., (Liptser and Shiryaev, 1977) . This Kalman filter, evaluated at s = a(t) and y =Ŷ (a(t)) = Y (t), and applied to the function
leads to the filter of the system (X, Y ). If, instead of (14), one considerŝ
where V andŴ are two independent Wiener processes, both independent of X, then the first conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied with H = F V,Ŵ ∞ . It is interesting to note that Theorem 2 cannot be applied directly in this framework since (X,Ŷ ) is not a Markov process. Nevertheless, it can be applied if we introduce the auxiliary process
and consider the filter of the Markov diffusion process (X, Z) givenŶ . Using the techniques initiated by Clark and Davis, this filter can be characterized by a functional, from which the functionalÛ s in (9) can be easily obtained by projection, and therefore all the results of Theorem 1 hold.
The next example concerns the cubic sensor with correlated noises and delayed observation, i.e., the case when (X,Ŷ ) = (ξ, η), where
with σ > 0 andσ ≥ 0. Forσ = 0, the above filtering problem was studied in (Sussmann, 1981) . Whenσ = 0, this system does not satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1, since, though the state process is Markovian, the noises are correlated. Nevertheless all the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied, since the system is Markovian and admits a robust filter: Let p ξ 0 be the density of ξ 0 . Then the functionalÛ t is given bŷ
Finally, we point out that Theorem 2 can also be applied to the jump-diffusion model with counting observations considered in (Kliemann et al., 1990) . In the latter paper, the authors demonstrated that, under suitable conditions, these systems admit a feasible filter which can be represented by means of a recursive algorithm. In general, the feasible filter cannot be computed explicitly and an approximation may be necessary. This approximation problem was studied in (Calzolari et al., 2006) for the jump case, i.e., when (X,Ŷ ) is a Markov process with generator L of the form
where λ i are measurable functions and μ i are probability kernels for i = 0, 1. Remark 1. When the information "arrives by packets", in the sense explained in Introduction, that is, when the information up to time t is G t = FŶ a(ti) for t ∈ [t i , t i+1 ), assuming we are in the setting of Theorem 2 we obtain that the filter is given by
, one uses the trajectory of Y up to time t i . As recalled in Introduction, Schweizer considered an example of delayed information for a financial model by taking a similar filtration. More precisely, in (Schweizer, 1994) , the state X is a Markov diffusion with generator A, the information available at time t is G t = FŶ a(t) wherẽ a(·) is a delayed time transformation. In this case it corresponds toã(t) = a(t i ) for t ∈ [t i , t i+1 ).
Piecewise constant delayed time transformations
As explained in Section 2 (see Lemma 1), the continuity assumption on the function a(·) is crucial, since FŶ a(t) . The situation is completely different when the time transformation a(·) is a step function, i.e., a(t) = a(t i ) for t ∈ [t i , t i+1 ), for a strictly increasing sequence of times t i , with t 0 = 0. When dealing with this problem in the setting of Theorem 2, except for the continuity assumption on a(·), which is substituted by a step-wise assumption, for any measurable bounded function ϕ we get that, when t k ≤ t < t k+1 , the filter π t (ϕ) coincides with FŶ a(t) , by (13) and the chain rule for conditional expectations, we have
As a consequence, when t k ≤ t < t k+1 , we can rewrite the filter π t (ϕ) aš
where s k = a(t k ) andπ s k denotes the discrete time filter for the system {(
To compute the above quantities, one could use the results established in (Joannides and Le Gland, 1995) , with a slight modification. However, our case is much simpler than the one considered by Joannides and Le Gland, and a representation of the filter can be obtained directly.
Theorem 3. Assume that (X,Ŷ ) is a Markov process with generator L and that the observation process Y satisfies
where the delayed time transformation a(t) is a step function. Assume further that the semigroup exp{Lt} of the Markov process (X,Ŷ ) has the property that whenever the initial distribution of
where L * is the adjoint of L. Assume finally that the distribution of X 0 is p X 0 (x)dx,Ŷ 0 = y 0 , and denote
Then, for any t, the filter π t is given by π 0 (dx) = p X 0 (x)dx, and, for t k ≤ t < t k+1 , k ≥ 0,
Proof. Taking (21) into account, we get
and, as a consequence, we only need to compute the discrete time filteř
To this end, we evaluate the quantities
by the following procedure:
For 0 < u < s 1 , since X 0 has a density p 0 ,
and for u = s 1 ,
Then, for s 1 < u < s 2 ,
=p u−s1 (x, y|p 1 ,Ŷ s1 )dx dy, and for u = s 2 ,
Therefore, all the quantities we need can be easily computed by iterating these steps.
Recalling (22) and the fact that p u (x, y|p,ŷ)dx dy = exp{L * u}μ (dx, dy)
for μ(dx, dy) = p(x)dx δŷ(dy), we get the desired result.
Note that, for t ∈ [t k , t k+1 ), the filter π t , as given in the theorem, depends explicitly on Y t k , but also indirectly on Y t1 , · · · , Y t k , through the density p k .
It is also interesting to note that if X is a Markov process with generator A, with the property that whenever the initial distribution of X 0 has a density, then the distribution of X u at time u has a density, we havê p X u (x|p,ŷ) = p u (x, y|p,ŷ)dy
with μ X (dx) = p(x)dx, and therefore the computation of the filter becomes much easier, and, furthermore, for t ∈ [t k , t k+1 ), the explicit dependence on Y t k of the filter π t disappears.
where Jψ denotes the Jacobian of a regular function ψ, one gets, by applying the generalization of the Itô formula proved by Kunita, see Theorem 8.1 in (Kunita, 1984) where C h is a second order differential operator, which, when also the signal process is one-dimensional, is given by
withh(x) = h(x) −σ (x). We now explain how to get the functionalÛ t for the model considered. For any continuous (deterministic) function y and for any probability densityp 0 denote
